THE POSITION – Engineering Inspector

LOCATION:
Lambert
Station Estate
Tadcaster
North Yorkshire
LS24 9SG
United Kingdom
APPLY TO:
careers@lamberteng.com

Lambert is looking for an Engineering Inspector to carry out mechanical engineering inspection of precision
machined components to ensure Lambert deliver the quality and specification to meet customer requirements.
YOU WILL…..



Interpret customer drawings, identify specified standards, check final component produced meets
specification and produce supporting evidence.



Identify components which do not conform with customer specification enabling corrective action to
be taken before the product is delivered to the customer.



Carry out root-cause analysis to identify cause of non-conformance



Maintain calibration of measuring tools and maintain accurate records to demonstrate accuracy
measures.



When a component is finished, complete Inspection Report to confirm the product meets the required
specification and produce Certificate of Conformance to be sent to the customer.



Engage, advise and guide others on quality issues to ensure compliance with ISO14001 and
ISO9001 by complying with appropriate Standard Operating Procedures.



Work with Design Engineers and customers, on product and process investigations to identify
problems and devise solutions.

YOU WILL NEED….



Thorough understanding of ISO9001 and ISO14001 and other British Standards



The ability to use CMM equipment and be competent in the use of a wide range of precision
measuring equipment including digital height gauges, hardness testers, shadow graphs etc and be
able to achieve tight deadlines



Fully conversant with engineering drawings and conventions and material specifications



Experience of weld and fabrication inspection and knowledge of Non-destructive Testing (NDT)
techniques and processes



Experienced in the interpretation of material test certificates to ensure compliance with
specifications



Apprentice trained or an equivalent qualification in mechanical engineering

OUR EMPLOYEE BENEFITS




25 days annual holiday + statutory bank holidays



Annual Pay Review and Annual Profit Share Bonus




Flexible Working Hours and option to buy extra holiday



Suggestion Scheme, Subsidised Canteen, Health Surveillance



Free car parking

Enhanced Pension Scheme

Death In Service Benefit, Optical & Dental Contribution and Childcare Vouchers

If you would like a copy of the full job description please contact careers@lamberteng.com
If you would like to apply, please send a copy of your CV and covering letter to careers@lamberteng.com

